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National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra (NTSO) and the Project

• Founded in 1945, NTSO is the oldest symphony orchestra in Taiwan.

• After a difficult period, NTSO has developed into a professional 

symphony orchestra with nearly 100 members, an independent 

concert hall and practice spaces. 

• Staff didn’t have much awareness of archives at that time, 

many historical materials were lost over time, especially those 

before the 1960s that no longer exist.

• Digital Archive Center for Music (DACM) and NTSO 

formulated a project to preserve these historical documents 

with the goal of presenting it in 2025 at the 80th anniversary.
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• NTSO is affiliated with the Ministry of Culture, is 

legitimate to promote Taiwanese music archival works. 

• NTSO has compiled and published the history materials 

of the orchestra Over the years. 

• Already has a storage space for precious historical 

materials.

• NTSO is a government agency with an annual budget, 

which can be compiled to promote the archive business.

Strength

• It requires a persuasive statement about how to 

incorporate the archival work into the system and prepare 

the annual budget.

• There is a lack of official vacancies for dedicated 

archivists in manpower establishment.

• The professional space and equipment of NTSO has room 

for improvement.

Weakness

• No Taiwanese orchestra has established an archive 

management system.

• It is a prospective work to build a platform for the sharing 

of Taiwanese music resources based on performance 

archives. 

• There is no symphony orchestra archive in the Chinese 

language region so far. NTSO can actively take this 

opportunity on the existing basis.

Opportunity

• How to overcome the shortage of professional talents in 

music archives and the lack of training organization in 

Taiwan?

• Will the NTSO administrative system have restrictions on 

non-performance related businesses?

• How to make up for NTSO’s incomplete documents of its 

nearly 80 year history?

Threat

SWOT Analysis



Preservation and Digitization of Performance Programs

• Selected 309 performance programs from 2008 to 2020 as the target for processing, preserving 

and digitizing,

• All the programs have clear performance dates, so they are arranged by chronology.

• The project team produced preservation master files in TIFF format / resolution 300 dpi, and 

produced a total of 3,663 digital files finally.



• The Consolidated Cultural Management System of the Ministry of Culture does not fully meet 

the needs of a symphony orchestra.

• It is hard to have a more specific description for music collections.





Begin oral history interviews with early members

• Interviewees: three Taiwanese music predecessors who 

have deep roots in the early NTSO and the 

current director of the orchestra.

CHEN, Ming-Lu

• She was assigned to work at NTSO after graduating 

from the Taiwan Provincial Teachers College (the 

origin of NTNU) in 1954.

• She was mainly responsible for some administrative 

work, and also acted as a soloist for various pieces in 

concerts, and assisted in training the choir.
November 26, 1954.



Begin oral history interviews with early members

HSI, Gomda Phyllis

• She joined the NTSO tour in Taiwan in 

1961 as a soloist, sang songs including 

"Mid-autumn Grievance" composed by 

Hwang Yao-Tai, and "A Beautiful Day" 

from the opera Madame Butterfly.

• Interviewees: three Taiwanese music predecessors who 

have deep roots in the early NTSO and the 

current director of the orchestra.

November 13, 1961.



LIAO, Nian-Fu

• He worked in NTSO from 1955 to 1973 as a senior member. 

• He was a violinist in the orchestra, and later served as the director of the 

Performance Division.

LIU, Suan-Yung

• He is the current director of NTSO, and is 

also a senior member, playing trombone.

Begin oral history interviews with early members



Begin oral history interviews with early members

Work in 

NTSO
Interview time / place

Interview 

duration

Transcript word 

count

CHEN, Ming-Lu 1954-1956
9/30/2021

Residence, Taipei
1h 4m 14s 12,835

HSI, Gomda

Phyllis
1961

10/29/2021

Residence, Taipei
58m 48s 9,541

LIAO Nian-Fu 1955-1973
10/25/2021

Century Music Foundation, Taipei
1h 46m 46s 23,609

LIU Suan-Yung 1983-now
11/15/2021

National Taiwan Symphony 

Orchestra, Taichung
1h 45m 18s 28,599

Total 5h 35m 6s 74,584



RISM

• In 2015, DACM and music archive 

institutions in Taiwan, China and Hong 

Kong jointly established the Working 

Group of RISM-Chinese Language 

Region, started to upload our music 

compositions.

• We applied for an RISM account for 

NTSO and assisted the staff to enter the 

database and upload their works.



• We selected 18 chamber music pieces this time 

from all the commissioned works.

• These pieces are all printed scores and have 

won awards in composition competitions.



Online Curation

• Last year (2021), with annual celebration of the World Audiovisual Heritage Day on October 

27, DACM used the open museum platform designed by Academia Sinica to produce an 

online exhibition “Taiwanese Precious Music Recording Online Exhibition – Beautiful Sound 

Made by Fellow Hakka.”

• In this exhibition with the theme of Taiwan 

Hakka music, we came out with three units:

Unit 1: “Hakka Music” Recordings during the 

Japanese Colonial Period

Unit 2: Hakka Music Recordings from “The Folk 

Song Collected Movement”

Unit 3: Contemporary Compositions of Hakka Music



SHEN, Chin-Tang: Symphonic Poem Hakka Praise, 2007.

https://openmuseum.tw/muse/exhibition/322c2f99656e97077526db0757bb01ff#basic-e75wo0dpot


Epilogue

In the first year of this project, we helped NTSO put it into action. On the one hand, 

we preserved historical documents from the past and recorded interviews with the 

early members. On the other hand, we tried to participate in RISM, registered to the 

UNESCO World Audiovisual Heritage Day event, get in touch with the outside world, 

and let the world see us.

History will record everything, and preserving history 

is the awareness and consensus that all the people with 

music cultural background should have.

- LIU, Suan-Yung



Thank you for your time

Email: tzchia22@gmail.com

National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra (NTSO): https://en.ntso.gov.tw/home/en-us

Digital Archive Center for Music (DACM), NTNU: http://dacm.ntnu.edu.tw/web/index/index.jsp

2021 Taiwanese Precious Music Recording Online Exhibition: 
https://openmuseum.tw/muse/exhibition/322c2f99656e97077526db0757bb01ff
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